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Abstract –

The construction industry is looking at automation and robotization to enhance productivity and reduce the safety risks of various tasks during the construction, operations and maintenance (O&M) phases. In that context, human–robot interaction (HRI) and human–robot collaboration (HRC) are highly relevant. Although those terms are different, there is some misconception, and, in some cases, they have been used interchangeably. To address that, this study clarifies the meanings of each. We collected the existing explanations, reviewed the keywords, and completed a literature review of HRI and HRC applications in construction and O&M, and included definitions for HRI and HRC in the context of construction and O&M needs. Based on the review, we summarized the key elements to differentiate HRI and HRC and promote the concept of human–robot partnership (HRP) as a potential solution to overcome the identified limitations seen from pure HRI and HRC literature, followed by the future directions of HRP applications proposed for construction and O&M activities and needs.
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1 Introduction

While accounting for 13% of the world’s gross domestic production (GDP), the construction industry suffers from low productivity, labor shortage, and high risks [1]. The case is similar for the O&M of buildings and infrastructures, which often costs more than the expenditure of initial construction and contains dangerous tasks (e.g., the maintenance of nuclear power plants and bridges) [2], [3]. As a potential solution for addressing these problems, robots are adopted in construction and O&M fields. However, even though robots for construction and O&M have progressed a lot due to the development of hardware, software, and artificial intelligence, it is still extremely challenging to meet the requirements of full autonomy or no human intervention [4]. The concepts of human–robot interaction (HRI) and human–robot collaboration (HRC) are introduced to make robotics applications in construction and O&M more adaptable to the unstructured and complex working environment [4]. Progress has been made in the intuitive interface for effective communication [5], task allocation to overcome constraints [6], and accurate detection of worker’s cognitive load [7]. However, if we go back to the terms HRI and HRC, few researchers defined them and explained why they want to use one or both of them, as the topic of their works. In many scenarios, they were even used interchangeably, which makes it crucial to differentiate the two terms to avoid misuse and confusion. Many applications contain both interaction and collaboration between humans and robots, such as the interaction with collaborative robots [8], [9], [10]. And it is quite difficult to classify many works into HRI or HRC according to existing definitions. For example, according to Liu et al. [11], humans can request robotic assistance by remote control through the proposed brain-computer interface, which not only satisfies the information exchange between human and robot stated in ISO’s definition of HRI [12] but also meets the requirement that human and robot work together to achieve the shared goals in the definition of HRC suggested by [13]. This shows the necessity of proposing a term that is feasible for works that concern both HRI and HRC.

To address this gap, in this study, we selected papers related to HRI and HRC applications in construction and O&M by keyword search, filter setting, manual screening, and representative selection, as described in Section 2. Combining the existing explanations, keywords analysis of all relevant publications, and selected papers in Section 2, we offer definitions for HRI and HRC in the scope of construction and O&M, with which the key elements in HRI and HRC applications are analyzed in...
Section 3, and HRP is proposed as the combination of HRI and HRC and suggested to be used in future works that concern both HRI and HRP for standardization purposes. Section 4 offers potential future directions, followed by Section 5, which concludes the work with the highlights of our findings.

2 Materials Selection

2.1 Materials Selection

As displayed in Figure 1, we selected papers from the Scopus database with four keywords combinations: “human robot interaction construction”, “human robot interaction operation maintenance”, “human robot collaboration construction”, and “human robot collaboration operation maintenance” with an intention to cover all the HRI and HRC applications in construction and O&M. Then we narrowed down the review scope to journal and conference papers in the last decade. The Scopus database was chosen for being the largest database of peer-reviewed articles. Other indexed databases and books were not selected because they did not provide useful additions [5]. In addition, the subject was limited to engineering, papers published in the last 10 years, and only publications in English were selected. After manual screening, 117 papers were included, of which 8 representative papers [1], [6], [7], [11], [14], [15], [16], [17] that involve the key elements in HRI and HRC applications in construction and O&M were used as the references of the focus review.

Figure 1. Selection process of relevant literature ([1], [6], [7], [11], [14], [15], [16], [17]) for this study
3 Focus Review

3.1 Key Definitions

To get a definition for HRI and HRC in the scope of construction and O&M, we referred to the existing explanations of the two terms. According to ISO 8373:2021 [12], HRI is the information and action exchange between humans and robots to perform a task by means of a user interface. HRC is described as the study of collaborative processes in human and robot agents working together to achieve shared goals in [13]. Based on that, we searched for HRI (without HRC) and HRC (without HRI) applications in the Scopus database with the keywords combinations “human robot interaction” AND NOT “collaboration” and “human robot collaboration” AND NOT “interaction”. A keyword analysis was conducted for the results of the two searches with the open-source software VOSviewer [14]. For both HRI and HRC results, keywords were extracted from the paper title and abstract. The top 20 keywords of HRI and HRC were selected from the items that occurred more than 1700 times for HRI and 250 times for HRC. A list of keywords was obtained after removing overlapping and non-relevant items (e.g., technology, research, and problem) (Table 1). From that, it can be seen that a social robot that interacts and communicates with humans is an important application of HRI. In general, people participate in the process as the user, and the robot functions as the service provider. HRC, however, is mostly used in the context of industrial robots, where the human plays the role of the worker to execute tasks with the robot peer together. Combining the existing explanations, keywords analysis, and literature on HRI and HRC in construction and O&M, we offer the following definitions for HRI and HRC in the scope of construction and O&M:

- HRI is the process in which humans exchange information with robots through a user interface for control or communication, by which they indirectly participate in the tasks.
- HRC is the state in which human workers and robots work together to achieve a certain task.

Based on the above work and definitions, we concluded the key elements of HRI and HRC and proposed human-robot partnership (HRP) as the combination of them in Figure 2, which will be discussed in the following sections in detail.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Social robot, User,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment, Behaviour,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRC</td>
<td>Cobot, Industry, Safety,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 2. Key elements of HRI and HRC in construction and O&M

3.2 Human

According to the above definitions, HRI and HRC can be distinguished by the role of humans in the process. In HRI, humans are the users of service robots, they do not directly participate in the work, while they function as the workers together with robots in HRC. For both HRI and HRC, in the face of exposure to robots, the key element of humans is their well-being. Besides the potential physical risks like collisions, which can be addressed from the design perspective (e.g., using algorithms to predict workers’ movements [17]), human workers may also suffer from cognitive load derived from the lack of confidence and predictability in the robot peers. Towards this end, Liu et al. [7] proposed a brainwave-driven worker-centred framework equipped...
with a wearable electroencephalograph (EEG) to measure workers’ task-related cognitive load, with which robots’ behavior can be adjusted accordingly. After a test with 14 subjects who worked with a terrestrial robot under different cognitive loads, the results showed that the robot could adjust its working space with 81.91% accuracy with the help of humans’ brain signals.

3.3 Interaction

To enable the information exchange in our definition of HRI, various types of interfaces are used as the interaction bridge between humans and robots. However, the applicable scenarios of many of these interfaces are limited. For example, position and force-based interfaces do not allow human workers to teleoperate the robots in a hands-free manner, which is inconvenient when their hands are occupied. Also, the required headsets of vision-based interfaces (e.g., Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality) may reduce visibility at the actual sites and increase safety risks. Similarly, voice control interface is significantly affected by noise on construction sites. To expand the application scope of robots and better serve human workers, Liu et al. [11] proposed a brain-computer interface (BCI) with hands-free and non-muscular interaction between humans and robots can be achieved. The interface enables users to control robots by transforming users’ brain signals from a wearable EEG device into robotic commands with satisfactory accuracy.

In our definition of HRI, humans do not participate in the work directly; instead, they provide task-related information to robots by instructing or communicating with them. Robots are service providers who take the responsibility of completing the tasks physically, following the information from humans and their interpretation of it. To effectively interact with humans, robots must be capable of recognizing the information from humans. To enable robots to capture and interpret the hand gestures of users (construction workers), Wang et al. [14] developed a vision-based framework consisting of three working components: (1) workers detection and tracking, (2) recognition queues formulation and (3) hand gesture recognition. The first component detected the user giving hand gestures and creating their bounding box. With the second component, the region of the user cropped from the original frame was firstly expanded horizontally by 25% to capture more information and avoid errors; then, the extracted frames were compiled to form the hand gesture detection and classification queues for the last component. A hierarchical convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture was applied in the last component to detect and classify the user’s hand gestures with 87.0% precision in the implementation.

3.4 Collaboration

To enable humans and robots to work together for a task as described in our definition of HRC, successful HRC applications in construction and O&M must be based on the reasonable task allocation between human workers and robots that takes the requirements of different subtasks and the constraints of both humans and robots into consideration. For example, humans have strong comprehensive analysis ability (lacked by robots), which makes them more suitable for decision-making work, while robots are more efficient in repetitive and labor-intensive work like material and component delivery. To enable the application of human-robot collaboration in building large erectable truss structures in a space station, Zhu et al. [6] decomposed the task process into a certain number of basic actions named therblig. Then, hierarchical task analysis was adopted to establish the task model, based on which task allocation was conducted according to the limitations and abilities of humans and robots. Finally, a virtual simulation was applied to verify the feasibility of the proposed method.

For a certain task of construction or O&M, the robots to be adopted should be capable of doing the allocated tasks, which imposes a challenge for the design and programming of robots. For instance, robots should be equipped with enough force capability required by the assigned tasks, should be able to reach all the task locations, should be capable of recognizing the obstacles along the defined path, should be prepared with necessary hand tools, and should be capable of being stopped in an emergency situation. In the work of Gautam et al. [15], a test of a construction robot was conducted for the installation of gypsum board panels, which is identified to be injury-prone from the perspectives of construction professionals. 3D scanning, reverse engineering, and 3D printing are applied to fabricate toll adaptors that enable robots to use human tools and target markings are used to indicate the robots to work at the right location and distance. The results of the experiment in a wooden house construction site showed that gypsum board installation can be achieved by the collaboration of the robot and human worker, and workers can benefit from ergonomics enhanced by collaborative robots.

3.5 Partnership

Based on our definitions of HRI and HRC in the scope of construction and O&M, pure HRI cannot exist alone because the aim of enabling interaction between humans and robots is to offer better collaboration. In other words, information exchange (interaction) alone is just a process as described by the definition in Section 3.1, and it is not meaningful until it realizes the aim of instructing robots to better deliver the task. In this
scenario, humans offer instructions, which are followed by robots to guide the physical work, resulting in them working together (collaboration). Without interaction, pure HRC is simply letting humans and robots take the assigned work from task allocation and thus lacks flexibility. In a dynamic and unstructured working environment (like construction sites), a minor change in the task may cause the robot to lose the capability to work, and humans have no access to manipulate or teach the robot to complete the task. Also, the human cannot modify the robot’s behavior when an error occurs.

As shown in Figure 3, due to the above drawbacks, actual needs cannot always be fully satisfied (represented by the bland expression on the human’s face) by pure HRI or HRC. This representation also shows how the robot is able to interact with the human by asking a question in the HRI, but not in the HRC. A feasible solution to address the issue is combining HRI and HRC to form a novel and flexible relationship between humans and robots that is defined as HRP (represented by a content expression in the human, the interaction part in the robot, and the collaboration in the hands). Actually, many works fit the concept of HRP. For example, Zhou et al. [16] proposed a visual-haptic interface to provide high-fidelity task scenarios and enhance control feedback. Typical physical interactions like weight, texture and inertia are captured with this method. In this work, humans provided instructions by operating an interface and received tactile feedback from the robots performing the physical tasks. However, this form of partnership is relatively low-level as humans still needed to fully control every working process, and robots did not learn how to do the work. Wang et al. [1] improved this using a learning from demonstration (LfD) method that enables humans to flexibly teach robots how to deliver tasks by applying intuitive demonstration. In this method, robots are equipped with basic skill primitives that are required by different construction tasks, such as reaching and nailing. A VR interface is provided to enable human workers to be aware of the on-site status and demonstrate task delivery through the selection of the robot’s skill primitives.

4 Future Directions

4.1 Multi-sensor Fusion of Physiological Signals

With more and more focus imposed on human workers’ mental stress during the HRP process, the method for stress measurement has transformed from collecting questionnaires from participants to a more reliable electroencephalogram (EEG) method that captures human brain signals directly. While much work has been done with wearable EEG devices, the concern is that the devices used in the construction field with a small number of electrodes (14-32) may not be capable of collecting reliable EEG signals compared with the 64-256 electrodes used in the clinical field. To address this issue, Liu et al. [15] applied a generative adversarial network to produce high-quality EEG signals. Another potential solution could be to leverage multi-sensor fusion. Besides EEG, there are already various kinds of methods for collecting human physiological signals, such as photoplethysmogram (PPG), electrocardiogram (ECG), and electrooculogram (EOG). By fusing signals from multiple sensors, the uncertainty of data will decrease, and more reliable information will be gained. Thus, we can have a deeper insight into the human worker’s mental load.

4.2 Multi-source Data Fusion for HRP-based Predictive Maintenance

For current practices of O&M of buildings and infrastructure assets, robotic applications are mainly devised using vision-based robots for automatic crack detection. However, not all maintenance requirements can be detected with robotic vision, such as the detection of internal cracks in pipes and operating anomalies in building facilities. To achieve early-stage maintenance for these deteriorations and prevent them from further developing into failures, many works have been done in predictive maintenance (PdM) with various sensors. Human expertise [20] can also be fused with sensor data to accommodate the drawbacks of each other, and robots should be capable of multi-source data fusion and anomaly detection to predict the facility’s health state in the future. In maintenance activities, given the amount and complexity of maintenance work in modern buildings, it is hard to enable robots to perform tasks by pre-programming them. A feasible solution could be the LfD [1] method mentioned before, which enables humans to teach robot task delivery by intuitive demonstration. In this way, instead of the low-level manual manipulation, humans can conduct high-level experience transferring in the process of HRP-based predictive maintenance, which better leverages the strengths of both humans and robots.
5 Conclusions

This study provided clear definitions of HRI and HRC in the context of construction and O&M applications by reviewing existing definitions, keyword analysis, and a systematic literature review. HRI was defined as the process where humans exchange information with robots through a user interface for control or communication by which they indirectly participate in the tasks. Slightly different is the HRC concept, in which human workers and robots work together to deliver a certain task. The key elements for interaction and collaboration between human users and robots are the interface and task allocation, respectively. For robots, HRI concentrates on their recognition of information from humans, and HRC focuses on their task capability. The crucial point for humans in both processes is the well-being problem. Since HRI cannot exist alone because it serves HRC, and HRC will be rigid and inoperable without HRI, we proposed the relationship defined as HRP to integrate features of HRI and HRC for improved task performance in construction and O&M and suggested to use of HRP in works that concern both HRI and HRC features. Finally, data fusion could be the future direction to innovate HRP research. With multi-sensor fusion of physiological signals (e.g., EEG, PPG, ECG, EOG), more accurate detection of a worker’s mental load can be derived to better ensure the human’s well-being, a key element for HRP. With multi-source data fusion, human expertise can be included as the guidance of robotic maintenance work, which better leverages human’s edge in intellectual work and the robot’s ability for physical work.
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